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ITHOUT any exaggeration what-

ever, we may safely say that
the art of exaggeration is the most
broadly cultivated, the most widely
used, and, with the exception of editorial writing, the most important of
all the arts. Exaggeration has always
held a leading role in the comedy of
life.
The man who says, "don't exaggerate," would take away the greatest asset of orators, salesmen and professors.- He would deprive all ordinary
mortals of one of their chief sources
of enjoyment. He is a hypocrite, for

-1

its present work, namely that of furnishing the undergraduate with Institute news.
From 1909 until 1914 the paper appeared as a daily,.though printed on a
smaller sheet than it is now. The
daily schedule was finally given up as
a losing proposition both in regards
to the quality of the news articles
and the financial upkeep.
During the war THE TECH probably was of more service to Technology than it ever had been, for it contained both Institute news and news
of the actions of the Alumni in the
service. Due to this added Alumni
news the circulation to graduates
mounted in leaps and bounds, and
even at the present time THE TECH
may boast of the largest alumni subscription of any eastern college paper.
It was during the war, when it was
apparent that more room was needed
in the paper, that the size sheet used
today was adopted. Indeed the past
few volumes of THE TECH owe many
thanks to the Managing Boards of the
war volumes for their work.
No changes instyle or frequency of
publication have been made since
Volume XLI brought the paper back
to a tri-weekly status a year ago this
fall.

AGENTS

A Record of Continuous News Sercommon good, heedless even of Techvice for 41 years! Forty-one years
nology's reputation, sunk in egoism.
YOU ARE INVITED To VISIT
ago yesterday, on November 16, 1881,
Still one cannot fail to see progress;
Ithe first issue of THE TECH appeared,
the "intelligence quotient" of 1922 is
a little twelve page magazine, and
probably neither higher nor lower
CORNER BEACON AND MlASS. AVE.
1
the first publication at Technology.
than the I. Q. of 1882-if our ancesThe most modern ur-to-date
Technique had not been thought of,
tors had ever had this modern
Pharmacy in Boston
I
and Voo Doo and The Tech Engineermalady; we are perhaps not freer
COLLEGE GRADUATE PHARMACISTS
ing News were not to come for a quarAT
YOUR SERVICE
do
not
survive,
from the types which
I
1
ter of a century. The beginnings were
but our social life and our physical
1
quite small and the early days a hard
welfare have risen to higher levels
~ ~ ~
I ~~
struggle, as many of 'Technology's
and our collective thinking, if not
now prominent Alumni can testify.
1
more exact or more profound, has beCONTINUIOUS
The first issue was bound in magacome more humane. We have not
1
zine style in a brown cover. It creatmerely "wandered forty years in the
wilderness."
>when he says, "don't exaggerate," he 4ed great excitement in the old Rogers
~exaggerates the harmfulness of ex- Building according to I. W. Litchfield
I
I
'85, Treasurer of the first volume. In
All Cornell Alumni Will Receive News
aggeration.
the following brief and picturesque
This week's issue of the Alumni
No orator has ever moved an au- sketch, that Mr. Litchfield wrote for
News, containing a complete report of
dience to action, no debater has ever The Technology Review a number of
he business transacted last Friday and
favorably impressed his judges, no years ago, he describes the scene.
Saturday, will be mailed to every livThe splendors of Old Egypt!
Carlights_--colorful
ven
pillars-hidden
"The first issue came out on the
This involves
ing Cornell alumnus,
politician has ever been elected to ofillusions
of
the
desert
night-and
day before Thanksgiving in 1881. The
the mailing of some 27,300 additional
music that throbs with the mystery
fice, without the use of that mighty assistance of the football team was
and romance of the Orient.
You'll
copies, the regular circulation being
like the dinners and the dancing here,
art, exaggeration.
necessary to conduct the papers in safe5,700.
where college folk gather.
Tell children that the United States ty to a little room way up under the
'--MUSIC
is a very fine country, that it has had roof where they were distributed. Ah,
but that was a proud moment for you!
Original
Leo Reisman's
Twenty
undergraduates
WANTED:
Famous
two or three able statesmen, that its An immense table barricaded the open
Guatemala
Brunswick
Ito sell copies and subscriptions for the
Serenader's
political institutions compare favora- door, and behind it were assembled
Orchestra
Marimba Band
TECHNOLOGY REVIEW on a cornbly with those of a few other coun- the entire directorial and editorial
I
mission
basis. Men of all courses and
boards.
How
every
line
and
point
in
tries. How patriotic they will grow
L. C. PRIOR
the make-up was discussed, and how
I
classes
are needed, and are offered
--'
up to be! Impress upon them that the keenly we relished the jokes and cuts
Managing Director
20 per cent. Report to Room 3-207 at
United States is the greatest country which now aggravate my rheumatism
Boylston Street at Clarendon
-11
i
5:00
P. M. Tuesday, Nov. 21.
in the world, our flag the most beau- every time I look at them! It was
tiful, the most glorious. Tell them glory enough to stand there and pass
that our presidents were all great men, out papers to the howling mob that
PROF. H. W. TYLER '84
blocked the halls and five flights of I
and could do no wrong. And tell stairs.
President of the Board
them that the United States Army
Thus THE TECH started. It has
Vol. 111
1883-84
can annihilate any upstart nation in been successful beyond expectations;
but
only
a
few
who
are
acquainted
I
_
.·
the universe, and the loyalty of the
with its inside history know the many L
II
rising generation is assured. For pa- hours and months of work that have
Forty years in the life of an institution is long or short according to its
triotic reasons, we suggest that the
made it what it is, and on more than
man who says, "don't exaggerate," be one occasion it has seemed as if the age and one's point of view. Forty
years in the life of an undergraduate
immediately and thoroughly lynched Ionly reward would be certain failure." publication is far more significantTHE
TECH
continued
in
its
magaby the Ku Klux Klan.
generations. To
zine form, though its articles in the ten undergraduate
Coming closer to home, hasn't the late eighties began to develop a dis- recognize the lineaments of the preprofessor who gives a four hour as- tinctly "newsy" tinge, until the fall of cocious infant of 1881 in the robust
and mature TECH of 1922 is doubtless
signment in a two hour course an ex- 1903. It was then changed from a impossible. An inventory of personal
1,
weekly
magazine
to
a
four
column
aggerated opinion of the importance
qualities-if one may attribute such
four page newspaper appearing three to a college paper-would probably
of his course? Again, if the head of a times a week. Then it really took up I
show more differences than resemdepartment is asked what profession
Environment has long since
I blances.
to choose he may tell of some of the
obliterated the characteristics due to
fine points of other courses, but in
I heredity.
the end, he is sure to whisper the se- i
Without resorting quite to the deadi
ly parallel column, note the antiFOR UNDERGRADUATES
cret that his is the best.
theses:
And Love, thy middle name is ex-II
i
--In 1882 a weekly for 300, in 1922 a
aggeration, with emphasis twice on
The night editor in charge of the tri-weekly-or should one say a bievery syllable. Are not letters readI next issue of THE TECH is J. P. Ram- daily-for ten times 300; then, a staid,
in divorce courts ample proof of the sey, Jr., telephone Univ. 6053-R. All if not too decorous, bound magazine,
fact that out of every hundred mar- matters pertaining to the issue should now, a breezy, progressive newspaper; then, diversified by an occasried or ex-married couples, there are be referred to him.
Combined Musical Clubs members sional cartoon, well planned if perhaps
ninety-nine of the fair sex having the report at the Marshall Studio, Har- feebly executed, now, adorned with
most beautiful eyes, ears, nose and vard Square, Sunday, November 19, recognizable portraits and real illusI
at 10 o'clock for picture. All members trations; then, alternating between
lips.
sad depths of homeless bankrupty and
be
and
tuxedos
must
must
be
present
Life itself is an exaggeration. Watch
gay heights of hotel extravagance,
worn.
the average mortal through a whole I The fifth lecture in Recent Devel- now, steadily affluent enough to conday, and come to the conclusion that opments in Science will be given at 4 template building; then, with a loyal
OLD COLONY TRUST COMPANY
Io'clock today in room 10-250.
Pro- few struggling to "carry on" without
we are all exaggerated babies.
sailing too close to the chill wind of
IIfessor D. A. MacInnes of the Depart- Faculty admonition, now, with an eament of Chemistry will speak on
Men May Have Commissions
ger cohort of disciplined cooperators
Thirteen of the 18 members of the "Electrons and X-rays."
THE TECH Staff Smoker will be and the benevolent interest of -the
University of Michigan Reserve Officers' Training Corps who graduated held in the Facullty dining room at 8 Dean. Yet after all, the new things
last summer and who completed the I o'clock this evening. All men con- under the sun are few. It was a strugcourse will be offered commissions in I nected with the paper are expected gle in the eighties to create and mainMember of Federal Reserve System
tain student public spirit, it remains
the officers' reserve corps, according to attend.
to Major Robert Arthur, commandant
Pictures of all the Field Day teams a struggle now and will always so
Nine of the men will will be taken for Technique 1924 to- continue. Ever with us are the poor,
of the corps.
enter the coast artillery, three the in- morrow at 12 o'clock, in Walker Me- not in purse but in breadth of interest as our citizens-careless of the
fantry and one of the ordnance corps. morial, third floor.
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efficient and courteous organization,
progressive methods, large resources,
and three offices, conveniently located in
different sections in Boston, combine to
make the Old Colony Trust Company the
most desirable depository in New England.
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